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2. Prior Work on Bounding Maximum Number of Regions

5. Results

The number of linear regions is a metric for
network expressiveness, but enumerating
regions is prohibitive. In this work, we
approximate the number of linear regions and
show their relation to network accuracy.

In shallow networks, a tight bound is
immediate from the theorem on hyperplane
arrangements [½]: n hyperplanes in
d
Pd n
dimensions define at most i=0 i regions.

We count linear regions in 10 rectifier networks
trained for the MNIST digit recognition task,
for all configurations of 22 units in 2 hidden
layers. We compare with the Empirical UB and
Probabilistic LBs using XORs of 2 to 5 variables:
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Each unit has its activation function mapping
those inputs to a scalar output. In a Rectified
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Linear Unit (ReLU), hi = max{0, Wi h + bi }.
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Training rectifier networks is equivalent to a
piecewise-linear regression, each “piece”
corresponding to a linear region.
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We assume a network with input dimension n0,
L layers, and layer widths {nl }Ll=1.
Theorem The maximum number of regions of a
rectifier network is at most
X


L
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Each layer partitions its input through the
arrangement of activation hyperplanes
Wil hl−1 + bil = 0 limiting where units are active.
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Each linear region up to a given layer is then
similarly partitioned by subsequent layers.

Each linear region maps to a set of active units.

With bounded inputs (x ∈ X ), the input hl−1
l
maps to the output hi if M is sufficiently large:
l
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hil ≤ Mzil
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We count the solutions on z for which f > 0 :
max f
s.t. (1)–(6)
∀ neuron i in layer l
l
l
f ≤ hi + (1 − zi )M ∀ neuron i in layer l
x ∈X
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We compare LB runtime with exact counting,
labeling networks with < 212 regions as small:

We adapt the classic MBound algorithm that
bounds the solutions of SAT formulas [·],
where probabilistic bounds are obtained by
counting how many XOR constraints make the
formula unsatisfiable. Each XOR constraints
removes half of the solutions on average.
Instead of assuming independent calls for each
query to the MILP solver, we generate XOR
constraints through a lazy cut callback.

Solver call

Found a feasible solution?
Yes

No
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where J = {(j1, . . . , jL) ∈ ZL : 0 ≤ jl ≤
min{n0, k1, . . . , kl−1, Il (kl−1)} } with k0 = n0
and kl = Al (kl−1) − jl−1 for l ∈ {1, . . . , L}.

Set i = 0

XOR-5; Large DNN
XOR-5; Small DNN
XOR-4; Large DNN
XOR-4; Small DNN
XOR-3; Large DNN
XOR-3; Small DNN
XOR-2; Large DNN
XOR-2; Small DNN
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4. Probabilistic Lower Bound of Mixed-Integer Solution Sets
The number of linear regions correspond to the
binary solutions of an MILP formulation [½].
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3. Activation-Based Empirical Upper Bound

Let Al (k ) bound the active units in layer l with
W l and bl if k units are active in l − 1. Let Il (k )
bound the unstable units, defining hyperplanes.

Empirical UB
Exact
XOR-5 LB (95%)
XOR-4 LB (95%)
XOR-3 LB (95%)
XOR-2 LB (95%)
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Uniform distribution of 60 units in 1 to 6 layers

Each linear region defines a domain where the
network is locally an affine transformation, and
its image bounds the dimensionality of the
hyperplane arrangement in the next layers.
From the width of the previous layer [»], this
dimension has been reduced to the minimum
width of all preceding layers [¸] and then the
minimum number of active units in them [¼].
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Return i

Callback
Generate XOR constraint, set i = i+1
No
Yes
Separates solution?

In networks with narrow layers, we compare
network accuracy with exact values and an
average of Empirical UB & XOR-5 LB (APP-5):
Test error (%MR)
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Upper bounds come from refining how to
recursively apply the theorem on hyperplane
arrangements [½] across the layers [» ¸ ¼].
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In deep networks, lower bounds come from
constructing networks with an increasing
number of regions [º ¹ ¼ ¶].
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Upper bound in ¼

In feedforward networks, layers of units
transform the output of preceding layers.

Shallow networks can attain more regions than
deep networks with same number of units if n0
is large [½]; and the opposite for small n0 [º ¹].
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